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Getting the most from your billing form 
A few simple principles can help your programme really shine, and 

maximise the chances that the audience will discover, watch and love it. 
The information you provide helps inform what we recommend and to 

whom - audiences are more than twice as likely to click on a 
recommendation that is relevant to what they like watching. 

 

Programme synopses 
 
Your synopses are there to do two very important jobs: 

1) Make people reading them want to watch your programme. They’ll encounter your synopses on your 
website, iPlayer, EPGs and in listings publications. Write a synopsis as bespoke as your episode – don’t use 
generic text for multiple episodes. It’s unappealing, and makes it hard to tell which episode is which. 

2) Help the BBC recommend programmes to potential viewers, through the use of a computer program that 
spots keywords in your synopsis text. Just avoid stuffing your text with large numbers of keywords, which 
leads to a stilted style – your synopsis must above all be enticing to the human reader. 

 

 
Above: The synopses section of the billing form 

 

The three synopsis lengths 
 

The long synopsis is mandatory. Despite the name, quality matters more than quantity. 

Short (90 character) and medium (180 character) synopses are optional, but their use is strongly advised. If the short 
and medium synopsis boxes on the billing form are left blank, they will be written by a team of listings writers, based 
on what appear to be the most important passages of your long synopsis. 

The three lengths of synopsis are never displayed together in the same place; key details should be repeated in each.  

 

What not to include in the synopses 
 
Neither the episode title nor the brand or series title should be included in the synopses, as the audience will see 
these titles displayed beside the synopses. Nor is it necessary to write ‘In this first episode…’ or ‘First of a new 
series…’ in the synopses. The episode number appears automatically, if relevant. 
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Tone guide for BBC TV synopses 
 
 

The tone of programme synopses should be appreciative and enthusiastic. Use 
natural, informal language with the goal of sounding more like a real person 
than a formal institution. 
 

Combine essential information for newcomers with extra interest for fans 
Romesh Ranganathan takes a ramshackle odyssey around Sri Lanka. He tries to fulfil a dream of his mother's by 
performing in a Sri Lankan Tamil drama. 
 

Front-load sentences with the episode’s most compelling element first, and context at the end 
Bolstered by two Royal helpers, Nick Knowles and the team transform a street of rundown houses into homes for war 
veterans in the second of a two-part special.  
 

Signpost content’s feel and atmosphere, to help viewers choose what they’re in the mood for 
Is your programme moving, unsettling or powerful? Does it invoke sympathy, gratitude, warmth, or disbelief? Does it 
surprise or shock? Do participants overcome the odds, do something absurd or appalling, or display uplifting 
kindness? 
 

Keep sentences short and impactful - a well-placed full stop can add drama 
The lavish costumes. The ringlets. The fast-moving legs and high kicks. Who and what keeps Irish dancing so popular 
and competitive? 
 

Avoid generic hyperbole 
Say stirring, affecting, tense or brooding, rather than excellent, brilliant, outstanding or hilarious. 
 

Complement the tone of the programme and the non-stuffy tone across all BBC programmes  
Danny Baker strolls into the world of bollards, benches and bins as he explores Britain's street furniture. Expect 
hymns to the phone box and pillar box by way of a terrifying Belisha beacon. 
 

If a programme’s genre wouldn’t be obvious, make it clear, ideally within the flow of your text 
Snooker, but not as you know it. Let the music, scandal and rivalry of the 80s transport you to the glory days of a very 
British sport, in this comedy drama.  
 

Avoid blow-by-blow accounts or spoilers - consider holding something back to create anticipation 
Half-heard whispers. A creaking door. A missed step. From Vertigo to Videodrome, the scariest movies exploit our 
greatest – and most basic – fears. 
 

Use active language, and the present tense: make it feel like the viewer is watching now 
Frank hangs out with Charlie Sloth on his Rap Up set as they riff about rugby, Rhod Gilbert and retro sitcoms, while 
Frank tries to perfect his fist bump. 
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Avoid using references which will go out of date such as this weekend, this year’s, next week 
 

Be inclusive - avoid using ‘you’ (meaning the viewer) and ‘we’ (the broadcaster) 
So don’t say: Calvin Harris shows Greg James his LA home. Jealous, us? 
 

Include choice keywords – eg names, places - to make your programme discoverable in Search 
But make sure your description flows and still sounds human, compelling and understandable. 
 

Treat all areas of the country equally 
‘The north’ means different things in England and Scotland. If mentioning a place in Wales, Scotland or NI, consider 
specifying the town or county. Don’t be more specific about suburbs of London than those of, say, Cardiff. 
 

When acronyms or specialist words are unavoidable, work an explanation into your synopsis 
Sophie checks for dead bodies and Richard is terrified of touching the bin. Many people see Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD) as quirky tidiness. It can be much more serious. 
 

If a programme’s award-winning, it’s OK to say this if the award is meaningful to the public 
 

Avoid exclamation marks 
 

Resubmit your billing to update synopses for live programmes or those delivered close to TX 
Matt Baker and Alex Jones with stories and reports from around the country. 
becomes 
Simon Pegg joins Matt and Alex to talk about his new film. Plus Earth, Wind and Fire. 
 

Don’t include information that should not be part of the synopses 
Things that should not be in the long synopsis include a list of credits, details of your social media accounts, or PR 
puffery about the previous series’ ratings. 
 
 

Keeping your synopses compliant 
 
Never risk breaching copyright by reproducing text without permission, word for word. 
 
Take care not to pass judgement on people or organisations featured in a programme by summarising finer detail 
out or stating as fact something which is only implied in the programme.   
 
Avoid statements which could be libellous:  A driver with links to the underworld… 
 
More in the Editorial Policy Guidelines - http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines 
 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines
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Where your synopses are used 
 

Once the billings form has been submitted, the BBC’s metadata partner checks the synopses for typos and legal 

issues, and standardised their formatting, punctuation and capitalisation. 

The synopses are then sent to listings providers, the BBC website and BBC iPlayer. 

 

Long episode synopsis 
 

On an iPlayer episode playout page. The full text is only 

displayed when the user presses ‘Full description’.  

A /programmes episode page. The user has pressed 'Show 

more' to reveal the full long synopsis, as only the start of the 

text is displayed when the page loads. 

Listings magazines and newspapers adapt the long synopsis 

to suit their own style. This is from Radio Times. 

BBC Search looks through the long synopsis text when users 

conduct searches. A search for ‘particle physics’ returns the 

Horizon ‘Inside CERN’ episode. 

 

 
The long synopsis does not appear on iPlayer’s mobile or TV apps, which in 2016 made up the majority of iPlayer 
use. So get the most important points into your short and medium synopses, where it’s more likely they’ll be seen. 
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Medium episode synopsis 
 

If a medium synopsis has not been provided on the billing form, the BBC’s metadata partner will create one, based 

on what it judges to be the key sections of the long synopsis.  

Medium synopsis on the iPlayer website’s episode playout 

page. Pressing ‘Full description’ reveals the Long synopsis. 
Medium synopsis on episode page, in the iPlayer mobile app.  

Medium synopsis can be summoned while the episode is 

playing, in the iPlayer TV app. 
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Short episode synopsis 
 

The short synopsis appears in several places – often at the point where the user is deciding what to watch. If a short 

synopsis is not provided, the BBC’s metadata partner will create one as best it can, based on the long synopsis. 

The short synopsis in the episode guide on your 
programme’s website. 

The short synopsis in the BBC Two schedule on the iPlayer 
website.  

The short synopsis on the BBC Two schedule in 

/programmes. 

The short synopsis in the search results on the iPlayer TV app. 

The short synopsis in the BBC Two schedule on the iPlayer TV 

app. 

The short synopsis is generally used in Sky’s interface. 
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Writing series synopses 
 

Series synopses appear in a prime spot on bbc.co.uk/programmes, and in BBC 
iPlayer. Like episode synopses, series synopses should be appreciative, front-

loaded with the most compelling content, 
friendly, confident and complementary to 
the programme being described. 
 

 

 
Above: Series synopsis on a programme site (left) and a version subbed to 90 characters by our metadata partner on the iPlayer site (right) 

 

Give enough information to get across a show’s premise and tone, particularly if not well-known 
Enough information:  
A series of harrowing crimes unites two very different detectives from two countries. Stylish and suspenseful 
Swedish/Danish drama, set against a brooding backdrop. 
 
Not enough information: 
Danish/Swedish crime drama. 
 

But give a flavour, rather than detailed programme mechanics 
Write: 
Celebrities take to the dance floor to perform a dazzling display of ballroom routines. 
 
Instead of: 
Celebrities are put through the grind as they pair up with professional dancers to compete in a ballroom dancing 
competition. Viewers vote for their favourites as one couple is voted off each week. 
 

Ensure the genre and format are clear, in the flow of the text 
Sumptuous period drama depicting the decadent and turbulent early reign of the Sun King. 
 

Develop the series synopsis with each new series 
For brands with narrative arcs across multiple series (especially dramas and some sitcoms): 
 
Series 1: Kieren Walker returns home to the small Lancashire town of Roarton after the government turns him from a 
mindless zombie into a 'productive member of society'.  
Series 2: Zombies have been medicated and returned to society as Partially Deceased Syndrome sufferers. We rejoin 
our hero Kieren Walker as tensions mount between the Undead and Living. 
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Genres and Formats 
 
 

Genres and formats help the audience slice and dice the large number of 
programmes we offer to find something of interest to them. 
 
 

 
The EPG Details section of the billings form. Genres are chosen in the 'Programme Category' section. A ‘Level 1’ genre is 
mandatory, and can be supplemented by ‘Level 2’ and ‘Level 3’ genres if required. These are also known as ‘sub-genres’. 
 
 

Be specific 
You can apply Level 2 or even Level 3 sub-genres to your episodes, allowing users to drill down even further into 
their niche interests. The sub-genres help our recommendations algorithms decide much more precisely which 
shows to suggest to users. 
 
But don’t overdo it – applying genres that are only marginally appropriate leads to audience disappointment. 
 
It’s fine to give a particular episode additional genres if the content merits it – for example, Panorama might be 
about health one week, and politics the next. 
 

Keep the audience in mind 
And choose your genres based on what would make sense to the audience, rather than the production area that 
commissioned the programme. 
 
For example, the most appropriate genre and sub-genre for a programme commissioned by News might well be 
Factual>Politics or Factual>Health. 
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How is the information about programme genres and formats used? 
 

To categorise programmes on BBC iPlayer 
 
Adding the format ‘Documentaries’ means your episode will appear in the documentaries category: 
 

 
 
To get your sitcom appearing in the BBC iPlayer website’s Comedy > Sitcoms section, choose ‘Sitcom’ as its subgenre: 

 
 
Not all programmes can be displayed at any one time on these highlights feeds, but users can choose to see a list of 
every single programme, or only the most recent: 

 
 
 

To power recommendations on BBC iPlayer and the BBC home page 
 
The BBC’s personalised recommendations service looks at the genres and subgenres of episodes you’ve watched, 
takes into account what people with similar tastes are watching, and makes suggestions for you to try. 
 
These are displayed on the BBC iPlayer website’s home page, if you’re signed in: 
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And on the bottom of the BBC home page, also if you’re signed in: 
 

 
 
 
 

 

To categorise programmes in bbc.co.uk/programmes 
Giving users suggestions of similar programmes at the foot of each page: 
 

 
 
 
And allowing users to browse through lists of programmes by genre and format: 
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Production Credits 
 

Production credits display on the BBC website 
The production credits you supply become a useful resource for the audience on your programme’s episode page: 

 
 
 
On the iPlayer website, there’s a link to each episode’s credits under its video window: 

 
 
 
Sometimes, particularly with musicians, the contributors’ names become automatic links to other pages on the BBC 
website where the audience can explore more content about them. 

 
 

Production credits power recommendations 
Your production credits are also important to our recommendations service, which takes the contributors’ names 
into account in deciding which audience members to recommend your episode to. The program looks at the 
following types of contributor – have you provided a full and accurate list on your billing form? 
 
• Actor 
• Character 
• Director 
• Presenter 
• Producer 
• Writer 
• Panellist 
• Interviewed Guest 
• Performer 
• Participant 
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For more editorial advice on billings, genres and formats, contact your Delivery 
Co-ordinator 


